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K6050 and KG6050 Series
portable gas analysers
Features
◆ Wide range of gases
monitored, including
hydrogen, carbon dioxide,
argon and SF6
◆ Optional oxygen
measurement
◆ Rugged and portable
◆ Fast warm-up with rapid
response time
◆ Weatherproof to IP67

Hitech K6050 Series analysers
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SPECIFICATION
Display
Dot-matrix LCD showing two or four lines of
alphanumeric characters
Thermal conductivity ranges and gas types
0 to 20%, to 0 to 100%, 80 - 100% (alter ranges
on application)
Carbon dioxide, argon,methane, SF6
0 to 1%, to 0 to 5%, 0 to 20%, 0 to 100%
Hydrogen, helium
Consult Hitech for other gases and ranges
Accuracy ±1% of span (typically)
Stability Better than 1% fsd/month
Oxygen measurement ranges (KG6050 only)
0 to 100%
Resolution:
Accuracy:

0.1%
±0.25%

0 to 25%
Resolution:
0.1%
Accuracy:
±0.1% (5 to 100% of scale)
ppm level ranges also available, subject to
application
Oxygen cell life
Typically 2 years
Speed of response (typical)
Oxygen measurement: 12s (T90)
Thermal conductivity measurement: 20s

Sample pressure
Pump off:
+3 bar G maximum
Pump on:
–100mb G minimum
Higher pressures available on request
Sample flow
100 to 300ml/min for optimum performance
Sample temperature
–10 to +55°C (non-condensing)
Outputs
0 to 1V analogue
Ambient temperature
–5 to +40°C
Battery capacity
6 hours
Battery chargers – supplied
Mains: 240V ac (UK only)
Vehicle cigarette lighter: 12V dc
Case
Tough co-polymer resin with carrying handle
Dimensions
338mm wide x 295mm deep x 162mm high with handle
parked in forward position
Weight
5.2kg approximately

Sample connections
Compression fitting suitable for 0.25 inch (6mm) OD
tubing or quick release connector
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